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SYLLABUS

URDU

ANNUAL SCHEME

M.A. Previous & Final

EXAMINATION-2020-21

Dy. Registrar
(Academic)
University of Rajasthan
JAIPUR
SCHEME OF EXAMINATION
(Annual Scheme)

Each Theory Paper 3 hrs. duration
100 Marks
Dissertation/Thesis
Survey Report/Field Work If. any

1. The number of papers and the maximum marks for each paper/practical shall be shown in the syllabus for the subject concerned. It will be necessary for a candidate to pass in the theory part as in the practical part (Where prescribed) of a subject/paper separately.

2. A candidate for a pass at each of the Previous and the Final Examination shall be required to obtain (i) at least 36% marks in the aggregate of all the papers prescribed for the examination and (ii) at least 36% marks in practical(s) wherever prescribed in the examination, provided that if a candidate fails to secure at least 25% marks in each individual paper at the examination and also in the Dissertation/Survey Report/Field Work. Wherever prescribed, he shall be deemed to have failed at the examination notwithstanding his having obtained the minimum percentage of marks required in the aggregate for that examination. Not division will be awarded at the Previous Examination. Division shall be awarded at the end of the Final Examination on the combined marks obtained at the Previous and the Final Examinations taken together, as noted below:
First Division 60% of the aggregate marks taken together of the
Second Division 48% Previous and the Final Examinations.
All the rest will be declared to have passed the examination.

3. If a candidate clears any paper(s) practical(s) Dissertation prescribed at the Previous and or Final Examination after a continuous period of three years, then for the purpose of working out his division the minimum pass marks only viz 25% in the case of practical(s) shall be taken into account in respect as such paper(s)/Practical(s) Dissertation as are clear after the expiry of the aforesaid period of three years; provided that in case where a candidate requires more than 25% marks in order to reach the minimum aggregate as many marks out of those actually secured by him will be taken into the account as would enable him to make up the deficiency in the requisite minimum aggregate.

4. The Thesis/Dissertation/Survey Report/Field work shall be typewritten and submitted in triplicate so as to reach the office of the Registrar at least 3 weeks before the commencement of the theory examination. Only such candidates shall be permitted to offer Dissertation/Field Work/Survey Report/Thesis (If provided in the Scheme of the Examination) in of a paper as have secured at least 55% marks in the aggregate of all the papers prescribed for the previous examination in the case of annual scheme and I and II semester scheme, irrespective of the number of papers in which a candidate actually appeared at the examination.

Dy. Registrar
(Academic)
University of Rajasthan
Jaipur
M.A. URDU

There shall be nine papers (Four in Previous and the rest in Final)
Each paper will be of 3 hours duration and will carry 100 marks. The
distribution of paper will be as follows:

Distribution of Papers :

Paper-I Ghazal
Paper-II Nazm and Masnavi
Paper-III Prose (Fiction)
Paper-IV History of Urdu Language & Literature
Paper-V Qasida & Marsiya
Paper-VI Prose (Non-Fiction)
Paper-VII Urdu Adab Aazadi Ke Bad

OR

Subsidiary Language (Hindi or Arabic or Persian)

Paper-VIII Urdu Tanqeed-o-Tehqeq
Paper-IX Special Study of a Poet or Prose Writer

OR

Infala, Qawaid aur Balaghath
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Dy. Registrar
(Academic)
University of Rajasthan
Jaipur.
SYLLABUS
M. A. PREVIOUS

Paper-I GHAZAL
Duration : 3 hrs.

Note: Five questions are to be attempted. One from each section. Total nine questions are to be framed.

SECTION-A

SECTION-B

SECTION-C

Dy. Registrar
(Academic)
University of [Name]
Note: Each paper will contain 9 questions having 3 questions in each section. Candidates are required to attempt five questions in all at least one from each section.

SECTION-A
(a) (b)

SECTION-B
(a) (b)

SECTION-C
(a) (b)

Miscellaneous:

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9.

Estimated Books:

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10.

Dy. Registrar
(Academic)
University of Rajasthan
JAIPUR

Raj
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Note: Each paper will contain 9 questions having 3 questions in each section. Candidates are required to attempt five questions in all at least one from each section.

(iii) Question will not be set on any particular author, but on general trends.

(iii) One objective type question covering all the three sections, may also be framed. This question will be compulsory.

SECTION-A

(a)
(b)
(c)

SECTION-B

(a)
(b)
(c)

SECTION-C

(a)
(b)
(c)

(3) (3) (3) (3)  (1) (1) (1) (1)

عدائي كتاب:

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24. 25. 26. 27. 28. 29. 30. 31. 32. 33. 34. 35. 36. 37. 38. 39. 40. 41. 42. 43. 44. 45. 46. 47. 48. 49. 50. 51. 52. 53. 54. 55. 56. 57. 58. 59. 60. 61. 62. 63. 64. 65. 66. 67. 68. 69. 70. 71. 72. 73. 74. 75. 76. 77. 78. 79. 80. 81. 82. 83. 84. 85. 86. 87. 88. 89. 90. 91. 92. 93. 94. 95. 96. 97. 98. 99. 100.

Dy. Registrar
(Academic)
University of Rajasthan
JAIPUR
SYLLABUS
M. A. FINAL
PAPER-V: QASIDA AUR MARIYA
Duration: 3 hrs.
M.M.: 100

Note: Five questions are to be attempt. One from each section.
Total nine questions are to be framed.

SECTION-A

(a)
(b)

SECTION-B

(a)
(b)

SECTION-C

(a)
(b)

شاہی نصاب تصنیف و مراشی:

1....
2. ...
3. ...
4. ...
5. ...
6. ...
7. ...
8. ...
9. ...
10. ...

اڈمادی کتب:

1. ...
2. ...
3. ...
4. ...
5. ...
6. ...
7. ...
8. ...

Dy. Registrar
(Academic)
University of Rajasthan
JAIPUR
SECTION-A

(a) 

(b) 

SECTION-B

(a) 

(b) 

SECTION-C

(a) 

(b) 

نصاب كتب:

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

امدادی كتب:

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

Dy. Registrar (Academic)
University of Rajasthan
JAIPUR
SECTION-A
(a)
(b)

SECTION-B
(a)
(b)

SECTION-C

نصب کتب

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8.

Paper-VII : SUBSIDIARY LANGUAGE, HINDI

Page VII: ARABIC

نصب کتب

1. 
2. 
3.

Dy. Registrar
(Academic)
University of Rajasthan
JAIPUR
Syllabus

Annual Scheme

M.A. Final
Urdu

Paper VII

Subsidiary Language Persian

Max Marks : 100

Books Prescribed :

1. Farsi-Wa Dastoor (Pt-II) by Zahra Khanleri Published by Idara-e-Adabiat-e-Delhi
   only the following Lessons at Page No. of the Book are prescribed:
   Nasar : 9,14,29,39,46,52,81,89,90,91,95, 217, 221
   Nazm : 1,36,78,130,159,210, 226

2. Jadeed IImul Blaghat by Abdul Majeed Khan The following Rhetorics (Sanaya) Tazad,
   Istitara, Tasbeeh, Laf-o-Nashar, Timeeh, Tajahul Arefana, Miraat-un-Nazeer, Iham,
   Husn-o-Taalal.

Unit-I  Ten Short Answer type Question.  20
Unit-II Translation of two Persian Prose Passages out of three from prescribed
       text in to Urdu.  20
Unit-III Translation of two Persian Poetry extracts out of three from prescribed
       text in to Urdu.  20
Unit-IV General question Nasar/Nazm writers.  20
Unit-V  Meaning and definition of Four Rhetorics (Sanaya with Internal
       choice)  20

Min pass Marks : 36

[Signature]
Dy. Registrar
(Academic)
University of Rajasthan
JAIPUR
Note: Each paper will contain 9 questions having 3 questions in each section.
Candidates are required to attempt five questions in all at least one from each section.

SECTION-A

(a)
(b)

SECTION-B

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

SECTION-C

(a)
(b)

(i)
(ii)

(c)

Essay in Criticism - T.S. Eliot
The Principles of Literary Criticism - Abor Crombee
Critical Approaches to Literature - David Dauches
Note: Each paper will contain 9 questions having 3 questions in each section. Candidates are required to attempt five questions in all at least one from each section.

SECTION-A
(a) 
(b) 

SECTION-B 
(a) 
(b) 

SECTION-C 
(a) 
(b) 

ta'khallus kaha?

Paper-IX: MLA, QAWAID AUR BALAGHAT 
Duration: 3 hrs. 
M.M.: 100 

Note: Each paper will contain 9 questions having 3 questions in each section. Candidates are required to attempt five questions in all at least one from each section.

SECTION-A 
(a) 
(b) 

SECTION-B 
(a) 
(b) 

SECTION-C 
(a) 
(b) 

ta'khallus kaha?

ارکام گفتگوی (زبانی) (زاویه) 
ویلا لیزر (سری دوم) (زبانی) 
مرجع متوازن 
مزارعی (لیزر) (زبانی) 

کتاب: 
1. امردادی کتاب 
2. سلسله مویان 
3. سلسله مویان 

ارکام گفتگوی (زبانی) (زاویه) 
مکتبر مویان 
مکتبر مویان 
مکتبر مویان 

امدادی کتاب 
1. امردادی کتاب 
2. سلسله مویان 
3. سلسله مویان 
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Dy. Registrar 
(Academic) 
University of Rajasthan 
JAIPUR